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ABOUT THE WINERY 
Champagne Gosset has been family owned and operated since 1584, making it the oldest 
wine house in Champagne. The winery’s style delivers pure, precise, elegant and textured 
wines, with remarkable longevity. These high-quality wines ref lect their sourcing, primarily 
Grand and Premier Cru vineyards, and are crafted without malolactic fermentation and with 
a minimum of inputs beyond what the grapes provide. 

ABOUT THE WINE
Grand Rosé is an elegant, charming and focused wine with a historic connection to one of the 
great ladies of Champagne, Suzanne Gosset, née Paillard. During her tenure as president of 
the house in the 1950’s, she led a quality renaissance. Grand Rosé, then bottled in clear glass, 
was a symbol of that evolution. Today, this brut-level wine is compelling with freshness and 
luscious red fruit dominance (wild strawberries and cream), which softly envelop the palate.

KEY SELLING POINTS
• Two keys to Gosset style are avoiding malolactic fermentation, which allows the terroir of the 

cru vineyards to shine, and the extended lees aging, which adds texture and complexity

• During assemblage, all the lots are tasted blind – there are no recipes with Champagne Gosset; 
dosage is also selected during blind trials

• Key crus influence this wine: Avize brings vivacity and length, Ambonnay delivers a delicate 
tension and Bouzy provides freshness and fruitiness

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Appellation: Champagne, France 

Varietal Composition: 50% Chardonnay, 50% Pinot Noir (8% still red wine)

Aging: 4 years on lees before disgorgement  |  Malolactic Fermentation: None 

Alcohol: 12.0%  |  Total Acidity: 7.8 g/L  |  Residual Sugar: 8.0 g/L 

GR A ND ROSÉ N V BRU T,  
CH A MPAGNE , FR A NCE ODILON DE VARINE 

Cellar Master

“This vibrant rosé is tightly knit 
and racy, with a floral overtone 
and flavors of peach skin, white 
cherry, whole-grain toast and 
chalky mineral showing finely honed 
precision as they ride the creamy, 

detailed mousse.”
– Alison Napjus, December 2019


